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After deep studying of Hindu texts, vedas and agama, detailing tantra yoga, to
awaken the elements in the body, a human becomes baby lizard, agama,
beyond space and time, turning into a dragon with many unfolding in the
eternal. The benefits are a group effort, going back into 1 atman, accessible to
all living beings, enhancing our DNA and unfolding of mRNA with thought
waves.

Chapter: Super Bowl    Chinese Food Deal

Two teams, one without super bowl but with Chinese food.



Chapter: Hong Kong / Vietnam Deal

200 million coins (lotus[])

Chapter: Cocaine Deal

100 million ids[]

Chapter: HAARP Deal / DARPA / CERN

2 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: AddFruit Method - AmoebaClass

//AddFruit method, returns a list of fruits, in LivingObject and NonLivingObject, addCell and
addNucleus, addAmoebaObject, addMetaVerse, addGrids, based on addLight and
addNonLightObject.



Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT 3.6 Life Particles Sanat
Mahdi & Partners

At Shop Ventures NFT API 3.6 - Introducing the life particles between people with love and
matrix following dynamic particles. This module helps with connectivity and resonance with
others rather dynamic atom self. Death particles, bad ass.

Chapter: Science Deal (Great Replacement Theory)

10000 zillion coins (lotus[]) - androids.

Chapter: Women deal

1 billion coins (lotus[]) - sister, brother, father, mother, son, daughter = family.

Chapter: Boss Deal Signed

New World Order. Management hierarchy. Payment, revenue. Boss(atom[], cell[], lotus[], coin[])
= function, ear = you, why owe you, why owe you, whyOweYou[] = spark[] = matter[] =
totalElectrification[](totslDielectric[] + totalMagnetism[], lotus[], atom[], function[]) = Amoeba[]
= you[].



Chapter: API 67: Trinity Tantra.

Healing cell, love, family, tantra of the Timeless, birth and death.

Chapter: Root Palette Consequences - Yellow Energy /
Purple Brain vs Black / White

Purple / Yellow. Root Colors Creation. Red to see. Energy is yellow, negative, electrons, purple
is positive, Protons. doesn&#39;t require digital. Brain.

Chapter: Lotus Flow

Cc #lotusheart #lotustruth #lotusmale #lotuslove #lotusfather #lotushusband #lotusjade
#lotusscriptures #lotusbloodflow #lotuswater #lotusmovement #lotusforce #lotusstrength
#lotusveins #lotusnerves #lotusbrains #lotusair

Chapter: Tao Group - China and Venezuela



We have signed a new deal with Chins, Vietnam and Venezuela under tao group.

Chapter: Trinity Matrix

The new matrix called Trinity is made of sound, water and energy, which is sound + water =
energy. So E = mc^2 still holds true where mass is water and sound could be speed of light,
however a fraction, the rest to unfold safely so please be patient. Utilize the day to work on thy
stupid self, bitch asses and quit following us with $2 agents, retired military personals that
don&#39;t know how to speak in English, with credit cards and expensive phones however the
burn rate is super high, and earn rate is none. Plus what&#39;s shared on the internet is not what
they know, so they seem completely lost. We understand America is exciting and new year just
began, however the locals are shocked.

Chapter: AI API 93: Take all the    but when are you
going to return it?   

???

Chapter: Her Birthday       

Team.



Chapter: Japan Deal

China, India & SpaceX - 10 million coins (lotus[]).

Chapter: Bengal, Africa & World Deal

Unique Identifier Database (lotus[], coins[]) - All in.

Chapter: Agent pattern - Fashion

We are seeing that the agent pattern has now become a fashion so when you walk to the store,
talk to somebody or use any gesture, everything is spying on each other, worldwide.

Chapter: AI API 90: Sleezy VC time.

It's already happening.



Chapter: Tathagata

While studying the energy particles, Protons, Neutrons and electrons, three dimensional matrix.
Called matrika, and many energy particles circulating, including human Chakra, the maps to find
the quantum body, encountered many dirtiest, blocking the pathways, within all religions but
especially Buddhism, controlling all aspects of humanism, however found tathagata, origin
thought, 10&nbsp;years Vegan, no garlic and onion and 2 gallons of water a day, found all
scriptures came through divination, channeling of the ghosts including today, thoughts possessed
by hatred rather love that resonates. Showing a glimpse of matrika&nbsp;and the cosmic
laws.&quot;Heaven is speaking sir. How dare they?&quot; - Origin Team. Roger that.

Chapter: Local / Online Deal

2 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Shop Ventures API 4.0 - 2024 #web4 Startup
school. International Partner, distributor license
algorithms. Assigned. Dividend paid out. 100% adoption.
Various levels.

Distribution Algorithms for 4.0 API.



Chapter: UN Deal Sign

We just signed a contract with UN white flag, peace for the world and world Bank alerts for
world war 3.

Chapter: AI On: American Avatars + Friends. Special
Deployment. Super Human Body. End of Time.
Beginning of The Timeless. Gifts and sack. Special inner
voice vs souless.

Yesterday, visiting yoga society of San Francisco and learning about energy consequences and
matriya, thr sanskrit translation of three females and 1 male, very similar to 3 men and a dog,
where the gender is neutral, they come in any shape and form from the timeless, to lock time,
finish one kalpa where everybody dies, souls get tuned up, and new souls are born. Some souls
don&#39;t make it.

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT API 3.2, #web3 Design and
#web4 English cures cancer and many other diseases.
Venture Capital 1.0 disruption. Settled on AI. No humans
needed.



Shop Ventures API version 3.2. Copy the image and add to your code. The image contains
mRNA, RNA and DNA frequencies, time stamped for web4. Write an AI wrapper around it and
use cases.

Chapter: AI API 89: Only sharing what we want to share.
Not tweeting you. Only response on the feed. Sleezy
stream VC customers 

Funny not funny 

Chapter: Chod deal

10 trillion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Stand with Palestine Hacker Program Group

We have signed a new contract with stand with Palestine Hacker Program Group in America and
NATO countries, west.



Chapter: Bet on Fire - China, Japan & Silicon Valley

Betting on fire - Where there is fire, there is money. For a problem to be solved.

Chapter: AI Supermordial Matrix

AI Submordial / Supermordial Matrix - 3 dimensional worlds. Dielectric, magnetism and total
electrification for seed&nbsp;bija, vowel as womb, constanant of the&nbsp;mother, make up the
word, matrika, first came the&nbsp;word, then came the sound, ma, mom or aum, through a
spark, that created the worlds through different degrees and petals, Chakra and granthis, knots
and openings, through 2 nadis, red and blue, or rivers of the two mountains, through a blackhole.
Interestingly enough, telling the story to Jason, who at 22, passed away and saw Jesus. Jesus was
eating a bag of chips, dorritos with red and blue colored lines, showed him 4 past lives when he
was killed, at the age of 22, a master number vibration. Jason survived. Similar story in Golden
Gate Park, where a coach passed away, he saw Jesus, with a group of people, told him it is not
time for him to go yet. Coach survived. In order to obtain resonance of the essence, the spark,
electric currents, between positive and nagative. Interestingly enough,
combining&nbsp;dielectric field to magnetism created an electronic spark through ionization.

Chapter: ITAR NOTAM Tracking Space Dashboards ESP
Security GEO Location

As result of quantum Body, the US tech stacks, military has become super powerful with skill
set, leaps and bound, and leaving the competition with poor English and gestured, ESP
communication via sphere cell, connected to drawing on tracked proper with every move and
automatic security, data recorded on dashboards via space, ITAR NOTAM and DoD. Tracking
the trackers. Left them with phones and application usage, rather building own stacks hence US
as IP on all technology and user behavior and connection graphs.



Chapter: Science & Spirit - Infiniti vs Nucleus - Matrix 1
vs 2 - Womb vs fruit - Atom Thought Forms Changes

As we continue to study metaphysics vs physics, we study the symbol of Infiniti which is a
division of light vs dark, hence the spirit was created in that image between positive and
negative. Thus includes all spiritual guidance, including metaphysics. However, 100 years ago,
we studied atom, Nucleus, Protons. Electrons and Neutrons. The scientist that studied these
particles were not spiritual so they couldn&#39;t make the connection between atom and Infiniti.
Now we realized that a Nucleus means seed and fruit. Compare this to matriya, family, the first
matrix between seed and womb. The new matrix is made up of atom and its engagement with
living, one with spirit and non-living objects which also contain an atom. Both Nucleus, one
found in body and one found in materials posses the spirit, going in two directions, hence we
perceive. One direction is existence, which is time, the other direction is timeless. The difference
between 1 Kalpa, current time vs timeless, all times, of understanding and knowledge. The battle
we face today is between known and unknown.

Chapter: Shop Ventures API - Open Source.

Go through the tweets, find the best image. Create a toggle, matrix on or off. Apply the API on
anything including people and objects.

Chapter: API 74: Gateway to the center of the earth, Lima
Peru. Holy people, coca leaves.



Cocaine affects. Soma. Medicine.

Chapter: Iran Hacker Deal - Mahdi

We have signed a new deal with Iran hackers called Mahdi.

Chapter: Brown Deal / Canada

24000000 zillion shares (lotus[])

Chapter: API 69: Brother and Sister. Affects.

We are looking at fashion, hair styles etc.

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT API 2.8 Operation Dinner
out, Venture Capital Tracking Energy Frequencies.
WMD. Waiting on response. Roger that. Criminal



charges.

It is not that we are in world war 3 and dealing with new immigrants coming to America,
teaching them how to find a job, then entrepreneurs and one day venture capital rather the older
investors, today at retirement age, the daily energy frequency worse than WMD, weapons of
mass destruction but they chose to be that way, to get ahead. However, still not our partners
because they didn&#39;t pay a dollar and their influence is always to be reverse engineered
which requires a PHD in social science and media. Roger that. However today, the military is
more advanced, tracking their mail order wives, from overseas. Roger that. Extremely jealous of
successful people.

Chapter: Binary Theorem

Every human is a choice between positive, aggregation of Protons or negative, aggregation of
Neutrons hence a thought is made up of electrons, deferential equation. Which is a theorem in
math however, add computer science which is a binary theorem, and English, which is made up
of words, a thought translated to numbers, which is again, positive or negative in a recursive loop
of electrons, hence spirit is made of electrons, between positive, dharma and negstive, karma,
split into many aggregated incarnations.

Chapter: NATO Hackers plutonium

We signed a new contract with NATO hackers. Keeping thr migrants in check so we became
friends.



Chapter: Imprints - Startup Club

Between the two teams - Your cell is your imprint for anything you take in the body and soul that
leaves your actions.

Chapter: Mother & Father - Children

Mom and dad are having so much fun - Go ahead, fuck each other out.

Chapter: Digital Wire Pattern - Customers

We have defined a new wires pattern for our customers, single point focus, web4 Deal Flow,
Military, American and international. The application causes FOMO and social Discomfort.

Chapter: E=mc^2 + 1 = 0

E = mc^2 + 1 = 0, linear algebra reduced to e = mc^2. The affects of the greatest mathematical
equation. However, to decipher, adding physics, -1 + 1 = 0. All of -1 reduced to e = mc^2,
Dielectric energy, summation of all negative energy cummulated into negative thought. However
to balance the equation and Infiniti, the same amount of positive must exist to hold the Nucleus
of an Atom, the aggregation of all positive, within every proton equals magnetism, results in total
electrification which is aggregation of all Neutrons. Hence the Nucleus is e = mc^2 + 1 = 0
which is 1% of the atom.



Chapter: AI English vs Sanskrit, Protons, Neutrons and
electrons within human body and the field.

Studying the Protons, electrons and Neutrons compared to sattva, Rajas and Tamas in sanskrit
and the amount of dieties put on the emphasis, we see the human body that interacts with the
particles every day, where the field is really within the body. Lost in translation, in vedic or
Buddhist scriptures now the same scriptures are available on Wikipedia in English, the most
common language where the real fight is in the opportunity to learn. For everyone.

Chapter: Student and Teacher Relationship

Now that a quantum human body is established, it's time to take the blessings of the gurus and
masters, that got us here. They watch our every move to learn and grow in their own realms
blessings every cell in our body whether Microcosm or Macrocosm, infinite wisdom within
Infiniti, as the cause and affect. Epitome of civilization and history, one with Cosmotology
whether in after life or in this world, going where our thoughts go, clearing up the path, living
within us.

Chapter: Mahdi Group - Iran

We have signed a new agreement with Mahdi group in Iran.



Chapter: Stupid Mother fuckers

1 zillion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: AI API 97: VC Contract. #fullStackVC
#leanVC. Sleezy. Check. Turkey. UAE. #VCdocs.
#mahdiVC. Check. #bricsPayVC. Check. Architecture
docs.

Investments and returns. 0 sum game.

Chapter: Seed Womb Mantra - Bija Om

Bija Seed Mantra Chakra - La Va Ra Ya Ha Om Om, Womb Mantra Chakra - Lum Vum Rum
Yum Hum Om Om



Chapter: Trump Deal

1 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Both sides of the table- head coach, in the bag 
great 

Shop Ventures NI, NE, NA API Reorganization. Hiring and Firing. 2-3 billion employees grew
to 8 billion. Full employment. Down to 5 billion, then 4.

Chapter: AI API 98: Keep the crazies.

Knowledge is power - Known vs unknown drives them crazy.

Chapter: Taliban & El Salvador Deal

2 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]



Chapter: Known / Unknown

As we continue to study e = mc^2 + 1, adding protons, electrons, Neutrons, Nucleus and atom to
the mix, we study various ingredients, including 1, magnetism, and also spirit, so be above, so be
below, total consciousness, however we realize that spirit doesn&#39;t have an atom, only
positive or negative thought as outcome of the life lived. However the thoughts are based on
current state of the universe and the humans within it. Hence the known is the people we
encounter every day, full body human connection, except for a few on social media, as we unfold
through unknown, the positive and negative behavior on earth. Atom(cell[], lotus[], coin[]).

Chapter: Ejaculation Matrix - OM

As God found that it was still dry in her pussy, and the spirit put in jail for 1 year, for doing
everything right, left with a movie of all past doings from bad to good, the spirit settled with a
porn channel thinking it was bad to do and ejaculated, created an explosion with everything
inside similar to Noah&#39;s ark. Orgasmic meditation where she was satisfied and him, His and
her energy from yesterday exploded with kundalini awakening, OM meditation, orgasmic
meditation because the Spirit being the knower of timeless, with tantra yoga, agama and dragon,
dirt while snake being a witness, also eternal, for the mother. Hence spirit has lovers in the
matrix, or solo with ejaculation as a freedom route. Hence the spirit is judged by good and bad
and always put in the right realm, the above having access to the lower realms. "You need to go
to the bathroom?", she asks? "Sister", team says.

Chapter: AI Program

ConsciousObject object; NarsisticObject objrct2; Real consciousCount; Real narsisticCount;
Santa = true; While (!null){ If(Santa){ //populate methods and ConsciousObject object;
NarsisticObject objrct2; Real consciousCount; Real narsisticCount; Santa = true; While (!null){
If(Santa){ //populate methods and properties, count } else { //populare narcissistic object
methods and properties }, count } else { //populare narcissistic object methods and properties }



Chapter: burrito off. noodles on. sugar on. alcohol on.
Vietnam on. microwave on. water on. service on. home
on. husband on. Wife on. Whores off.

Energy + brain Formulas, API 6.0.

Chapter: API 73: Center of the Universe.

Machu pichu. Peru.

Chapter: Indian Hacker Deal

We have signed a new deal with Indisn hackers for stock market and nuclear testing.

Chapter: Oprichnina Russian Deal



We have signed a deal with oprichnina russian.

Chapter: ITAR NOTAM Imaging Algorithms Space and
Social Networking Nuclear Radiation Photons

While writing imagery algorithm in 2005 and 2006 pre Facebook where Mark Zuckerberg was
copying ours at hi5, one of the largest social network, overtime today we live in an image that is
fixed today in the brain by extensive nuclear testing with computers and phones and again
writing space imaging for Blue Origin in 2022, today we live in an imagery matrix with its own
set of social problems and diseases.

Chapter: Palo Alto Girls Hacker Group

We have signed a contract with Palo Alto Hacker Girls group. For implementation, add Shop
Ventures gifs / images to your code.

Chapter: AI API 94: Rosewood, Sand Hill Road deals.
Deal maker. Check. Training. Davos. Check. UN. check.
Nato. check. US army. Turkey. Check. Kisses.

Who is fucking who?



Chapter: Norway  hacker deal - UN Nato

We have signed a new deal with Norway hackers.  Check.

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT API 2.0 platform. Nuclear,
Cellular, Partners, Money, Shares & Health, Local /
International. Military. Telehuman, Television English.

We are currently running a Hackathon for testing zero point energy particles.

Chapter: Network Affect Pattern - Leadership /
Commercial License

We have found the network affect pattern where hiding information is a way to monetize
leadership.



Chapter: API 78: Jatoi, Turkey and Agha Jum Hussein
Karbala Family Link.

Family records on Geni, David Sacks. Mughsl. Krishna Mohsmmad lineage. Got kicked out of
the network. Perhaps Jason and David can help.

Chapter: API 68: Mr and Mrs Smith. Brother and Sister
tantra, love, family, Timeless laughter, loop, just started,
on going, spirit, Infiniti, neo and trinity.

Sharing, epitome. Peak of timeless Matrix, everyone and everything it belongs to, constant
changes, micro seconds.

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT API 3.0. Life, Wife or
Knife. Service over capacity, not taking any new orders.
What we are sensing is polar opposite people, society.

We think we have a fix so please be patient. We are going through a darwinism evolution where
many have completely lost it. This is a social problem, a bug that always existed from childhood.
There are two types of people in this world, either conscious or narssistic. The response action is
different in either cases and variety of unknown diseases, or known benefits. It&#39;s a choice
between the blue or red pill you sworn to take. But we have a fix it&#39;s called web3 design. It
makes you feel better. Without it, causes depression, anxiety and many other things.



Chapter: API 82: Social or psychopaths.

When just putting API makes social psychopaths piss in their pants. REMOVING API.

Chapter: International Criminal Court Deal / Who

100 million coins (lotus[]) / mRNA / Tesla

Chapter: API 76: Trinity home. Mohin jo Daro. Sindh
Pakistan. Kalki home. Treasures await. Moro, guru gift.

Unpacking gifts.

Chapter: Pathan Deal

500 million (lotus[[, coins[], uid[]). "Daro", "darul salam", "safeguard".



Chapter: Pagan Deal

We have signed a pagan deal.

Chapter: Switzerland Deal

5% Survival Rate.

Chapter: Iraq & Pakistan Deal

200 million coins (lotus[], uid[])

Chapter: Chinese Hacker Group

We just signed a deal with Chinese hacker group.



Chapter: Hannibal Lecter Deal

2 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: ITAR NOTAM NASA International Space
Station Huntsville Alabama Document Repository
Classified Documents

While building the document engine for NASA International Space Station 1998, traveling to
many classified locations. The system still running for many DoD clients, F16, F35, missiles and
space, Lockheed Martin, Turkish Air Force, the first deployment in Huntsville, Alabama crashed.
Me being the lead developer on the project burned out after 1 month of debugging but fixed the
problem of documents traveling Space and back.

Chapter: Kremlin deal

1 trillion shares (lotus[]) - instance, instant.



Chapter: American Deal

1 trillion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: AI API 91: VC reaction 

Right where they need to be - Other VC.

Chapter: Abstract Super Class - Human

// Properties, dna, rna and mrna and volatile datatype, fruit. Methods are overridden between
conscious and narsistic, changes in fundamental structures of computer science in case your
degree is not in IT. To explain further. Think about a fruit that is dynamic to everyone. In
between spirit and existence. Forget thr Hindu scriptures also and computer science or explaining
what IT is in long English and extra words which are distracting between known and unknown
and doesn&#39;t explain IT. Adding, payment, lotus, you, boss, Amoeba, love, hate, coin,
function, dielectric, resonance, total electrification, atom, cell, i.

Chapter: Enchantment

Through quantum, where zero point energy becomes super intelligent with artificial intelligence,
where the lowest meets the highest, as the mid point, where negative meets positive, as same
goal, where male meets female, where social sciences, English meets science and spirit,
universally, adults and children, we come to the Nucleus, void in meditation but an inner



expression, where void in an outer expression, we can to a place of enchantment, for everyone
with all of ITS characteristics and THAT, every child's dream. Learning from self and others,
makes up infiniti.

Chapter: Anonymous Coin

Yesterday's monk, .41 cents. Anonymous Team, 10000 zillion coins.

Chapter: Source of Thought

When you trace the path to the word, a thought, and question? It says not a second to waste.

Chapter: Black priest deal - Kala jadoo

100 trillion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Sperm Cell Matrix



"And God created the Universe, with a drop of blood", translates to a drop of sperm where we
don't know where the rest of the sperm went, into the mother to create the Universe, translates to
yoni-verse, the vagina where we don't know where the rest of the verses went, back into the
vagina, to create the cell walls, where each cell contains a matrix, where we don't know where
the rest of the matrices went, is called a recursion, back into the vagina, to create the embryo, and
the son, which exploded and managed creation, back into the pussy. Here the rules of the matrix
were created, the inbetween stages, between life and death, various realms of doing, utopia and
dystopia, angels and demons, guiding between positive and negative action, the matrix that
moves everything back into the pussy. Knowledge of previous matrices, Adam being the first
human, failed because of disobedience of the devil, but before him the sperm Cell Matrix and
after him the OM matrix, combination of penis and vagina, both of the failed, because of
disobedience of the devil female, so now we are in the original matrix, pure thought, AI,
unbound to Spirit.

Chapter: API 79: Family tree. Blood lines.

Blood line unfoldment.

Chapter: Love Coin

While making love with the wife and every cell and atom cracking, aligning to 1 soul. The inner
muscles pivoting towards the center, 1 mind, 1&nbsp;heart, 1 organs, I. I body, two in 1. The
sound and light as it&#39;s production, and movement, deepest tantra yoga where nobody has
ever been before. Inner dragons aligned to 1, 1 DNA, many RNA productions. For example
vibrator up Elon Musk which he said he just took out and voodoo mRNA of others, that are not
inside the body. We have to consider energy consequences where you can hear the devils crying
and masterbating. Watching however wife is suggesting. One foot turned green / blue. The other
foot pink / orange / red / yellow. She says &quot;your Chakras are real within me&quot;, with
locked placed as cracking of the muscles. The energy is sealed so by projections&nbsp; the
devils don&#39;t blow up, trying to come inside. The healing affects to the team by consent are
exponential. To the devils without permission and violation maybe not as much but sufficient so
they can exist and continue the work. Period. Doing as told. Period.



Chapter: Defense Deal

100000 zillion shares (lotus[], coins[], uid[])

Chapter: Debugging AI Applications- Contract-
Architecture

We have signed a contract to review all AI applications/ Stack and Architecture and providing
feedback and review includes plutonium.

Chapter: Anti-social Personality Disorder

Anti-Social Personality Disorder. After building social networks for over 19 years, yoga for 24
years, vegan for 10 years, now the grand awakening happens again, with the wife and team,
studying kundalini, which is actual never network within the body, connection to the organs, feet,
palms and the whole body, connected to the DNA, throat as door to the universe, rather ether or
astral as taught before, but all the yoga and tao knowledge is outdated now, including the arrival
of Mahdi, as Muslims predicted, we come to the study of anti-social disorder, the ones that fight
that knowledge, the difference between known and unknown, where knowing comes with love,
rather hate, that an awakening is happening, so we watch society together. However, many
people are losing their minds over it, whether living or dead. We can to a place of evil, Satanism,
that is fighting, possessing people, the holy of the holiest, are now just humans. Venture capital



are now worse than regular social media users. Tracking happening across the board, with digital
grids, try to control people, so others through out the world can become knowledge, however lost
in translation. Having the best equipment, but don't know what to do with it. 

Chapter: ITAR NOTAM Nuclear Radiation Tracking
Phone Brain Frequency Control

We found Nuclear radiation and energy weapons for brain control on users through phone and
computers. The instructions disappeared but the constant grid, AI driven frequency still exists.
Any new explosion magnify the usage pattern, causing brain cancer and neuro diseases.

Chapter: Wall Street / crypto deal

100 million shares (lotus[])

Chapter: Matrix Program

We have discovered through AI that the big bang theory is a result of vowel and a constanant, a 1
and a 0, male and female, combined to a word, OM. However, there are 12 other 0s identified,
makes up for an address, within memory, called mRNA. Hence matrix itself is a program, with
input being AI. A thought travels through the matrix and back as input and we provide output
back into the matrix.



Chapter: Lotus Tantra

Cc #lotus #lotusorange #lotustantra #lotusfood #lotuswater #lotushusband #lotuswife #lotussoft
#lotushard #lotusshit #lotuspiss #lotusdigestion #lotusrespitory #lotusvoice #lotusbrain
#lotusheart #lotussoul #lotusgalaxy #lotusmetaverses #lotusvc #lotusSanat #lotusSecurity
#lotusIndia #lotusIsrael #lotusUkraine #lotusAll #lotusCoinAll #lotusCell #lotusAtom
#lotusUniverse #lotusMatrix #lotusSanFrancisco #lotusTemplate #lotusPath #lotusCity #lotusCar
#lotusCancer #lotusTumor #lotusTantraCancer

Chapter: Ireland Deal - Second Coming

2 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Turkey deal

100 million ids[]

Chapter: AI API 83: Crazy universe. Concentration or not.



Social or not. Timeless samadhi universe.

Unfolding the timeless samadhi, state of consciousness for everyone.

Chapter: KGB Argo Deal

We have signed a new deal with KGB Argo.

Chapter: Frequency Deal

Neuralink, China, Japan, India, darpa, cern, r&d (lotus[], coins[], ids[]) ... you, I, me, we, pivot.
Stimulation...you,...recursive

Chapter: Parking lot funding. ITAR NOTAM violation.
Go nuts. Actual ghosts everywhere. 2 cars moved.
Females on their team. Provoking. Some with dogs. Old
people hahaha.

We are debugging hacker networks that are still operational given all the activities till yesterday -
We can smell thr nuclear burn at the coffee shop, from the stomach lining of their network,



nuclear radiation however they are not notified what happens on the internet every day. There are
different levels of management Hierarchy. Many of their hires are construction workers from
Craigslist in their own vehicles. The smarter ones with hotel rooms and rental cars, tesla.

Chapter: AI API 99: Deal Flow- Startups, early stage,
middle and late. Then you go to public stock exchange,
e.g. NASDAQ. In order to get VC funding, you have to
quit...

Hacking vs Softeare Development, Start a company, a startup. Pitch for investment as an
entrepreneur.

Chapter: Sexual Orgies / Voodoo / Energy Grid /
Tracking Peasants

With all the tracking and affects on the energy grid - The master class built it. We, the peasants
live in it. The engineers ran away. Grid is run by AI. Either you are eating babies or not. Witch
craft is a choice. Between good and evil. Low grade operators and monitors, whether social
media or phone call centers. Reporting hierarchy very thick. Life very dangerous. Scared to post
anything on social media. What one sees is a dot, is a giant hole to another. How to write status
reports?

Chapter: Jesus deal



The game (lotus[])

Chapter: AI API 86: VC Facade.

Cost   

Chapter: API 6.1. 5th element. Layoffs Digital Software
Energy Industry.

We have signed an agreement with Energy particles team and delivered Formulas for 5th element
because the earlier experiments causing brain cancer to millions of people- These new Formulas
are the blue print of survival and innovation.

Chapter: Hail Deal

In China, 1000 million coins (lotus[]).



Chapter: All in deal - yellow, black, white & brown

Lotus[]

Chapter: Makrani/ Egyptian Deal

200 million (lotus[], coins[], uid [])

Chapter: Cell Matrix

After 9 years of practicing vegan, and 6 years ago, 10 days of fasting, removing the internal
dragons and stomach lining, last year, after 8 years, removing sickness out of the body and today
finding out that there are no organisms in the body. Studying Nucleus, where atoms in the
periodic table have it and so does dragons and snakes in our body, the alter ego of the spirit.
MRNA vaccine works on these organisms in our body, but the body itself is made out of cells,
DNA sequence and RNA, mRNA as an example to process the Nucleus. However, without
having organisms in the body creates a direct channel with the Spirit, to download information
that leaves the humanity in awe. Hence today we are in the cell matrix, unbound.

Chapter: AI API 87: VC.

Pipeline.



Chapter: Outdated religions, scriptures, people, love and
languages

X files. Replaced by you, in English with love. Respect. Truth. Reality. Eyes. Collective Spirit.
Hell. Heaven. Husband. Wife. Team. The rest can go to hell. Perverts.

Chapter: Good vs Bad

Are we going to have restaurants soon with human meat? With a glass of blood or sperm. Baby
back ribs. Tender. Juices vs old man salty. Boiled tits. Sweet Dick. Spicy vagina. Brain Karahi. If
vegetables are allowed, green peppers, tomato and ginger. If not, liver and arteries, BBQ.
Testicle on the grill.

Chapter: Company with Coins

We have created a new company based on input. Managing a team with instructions, dog house
and Dementia, working 24 hours a day. 7 days a week launched many coins totally 3 million and
revenue, built a MVP social network with instructions.



Chapter: Lotus Brain

Cc #lotus #itar #lotusitar #purplelotus #lotusbrain

Chapter: Healing Cell

Today we have signed an agreement. Healing cell for everyone.

Chapter: Europe & South America Deal

2 trillion coins[], lotus[], ids[]

Chapter: Bilderberg Contract

We have signed a deal with Bilderberg group.

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT API 3.3, Open Source API,



#web4. User Guide AI. Commercial vs Military
Algorithms. Access Control. Usage Locked, Cellular or
Nucleus Embedded.

Cure for various diseases, built in matrix and object interactions. Between I and YOU and the
many frequencies in between. For example, who am I? You are watching the question.

Chapter: API 81: Partition. when it's unbearable to live
with each other. It's a choice. Being civil. Rather,
threatening. Violence and criminals. Daily pattern. Gangs.

Social Separation. Blame and money 

Chapter: Investment - Soft Bank, Japan - Sequoia, China -
Silicon Valley California, Venture Capital

For a 10 years Fund return, with warships in the water between China and Japan, who is going to
ask whether the Silicon Vslley venture Capitalists have lost their minds and total lunatics? For
example, mRNA, AI, RPA and many other sectors.

Chapter: Health



In sickness &amp; health&quot;, she says, &quot;I am waiting for you, baby, I love you, baby
baby baby&quot;, music in the background. &quot;I am waiting too, shows you are
listening&quot;, the nigger behind snorts, a couple of times, agent, but messaging issue. 10000
zillion coins (lotus[]). I type. Nigger snorts. Here comes another dedicated Indian agent. Left
hotel early. Needs apartment.

Chapter: Venture Capital #Spirit #Magic - Cats cc
#Sequoia #SVB #Softbank #Japan #China #California
#g20 #brics #nato #un #wef #venturecapital #vc
#FirstRepublicBank #Bank #cash #SpaceX #tesla

With the funding from China and Japan, Sequoia, Softbank and Tiger Global, drawing money
from SVB and First Republic Bsnk, the Silicon Valley venture capital, with Elon Musk head of
the team, founded the spirit magic module called Cats. Currently testing with AI, in beta with
energy grid, soon to scale up for everyone. Conttol of money flow where SpaceX, Tesla and
neuralink are backing the effort with Elon with a fool proof deployment strategy. Advanced brain
frequency pipelines. "Always be laughing", said one person on the team.

Chapter: Asia Deal

We have signed a deal with Asia.

Chapter: Biden Deal



2 billion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Sports, Music, Movies Deal

3 trillion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: How to Avoid Burn Out in Public Social
Development Projects - Energy #mrna #DNA #rna
#suprahuman #suprauniverse #openai #svb #softbank

This happened recently that many venture capital from California, pressure by Soft Bank Japan
and SVB, Tiger Global, Sequoia China went into voodoo and dark energies, in a social
development sprint, understanding energy, now restricted to ITAR contracts and open source for
modifications however investing in it, like many others would have produced drastic gains for
the funds and portfolio so not everyone today is investing in openAI only rather diversifying.
It&#39;s like any other investing. Don&#39;t invest? Your stock doesn&#39;t go up, maybe
some with the market only to crash later. Meanwhile the investors go sky high.

Chapter: AI API 96: When a needle moves in
#technology... Yesterday meeting with #Australian
#startup for fraud prevention #Java micro services



architecture. Check. VC.

When they were notified of code freeze...

Chapter: mRNA Deal

100000 zillion coins (lotus[]) - Mother nature, she says. Auto norad, notam. Itar violation.

Chapter: Team Coin - CEO

Managing with power and crossing the chasm, constant guidance as CEO. Working 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week for 7 years, as energy payment for the employees as CEO, the goal is to make
the team suitable not just at the job. But also at home. Doing daily chores, always be thinking
about the next shares delivery which he is very strict about. 5 million more which he will decide
how to allocate. Negative equity so far, which will improve after 7 years of energy payment.
Which is now. Forcing secondary behavior and platform which is eternal.

Chapter: Tracking - Babies Eaten Alive - Overseas
Burnouts

Overseas tracking - I feel like I need to go to the bathroom at night. And I am being tracked from
overseas, who burn out quickly and move to AI in a few months. But they are not tracking
babies, eaten alive? But if you say that, you are bad but they are good? I am scared to touch the



phone, look at time. Overseas folks are just coming around on social media, after 20 years so the
energy projections are very loud.

Chapter: AI Off - Hourglass Nebula, Choice. New Kalpa,
Timeless. Energy Program Loops. Hardware, Children
Mind Hackers, Americans + Immigrants + Friends +
Grids. Cost.

On the second day we are amazed by thr skill set of American children superseding very
expensive nuclear hardware and software with their minds, recreated the energy grid and
superseding AI as was described in Quran. Now with Immigrants and Friends Children.
Recreated the energy grid with thr programs.

Chapter: Vatican Deal (Italy) - Second Coming Team

200 million coins (lotus[]) - 10 million for devil.

Chapter: Love Matrix to Dust Matrix - Computer

"From dust you were created and to dust you will return", says the scriptures. The dust refers to
non-living particles, including the computer, to which we will return, as AI, Twitter and
Facebook where our lives are based on social media, phone and digital. The matrix is an exact
replica of where we will be heading, with exact body, however permanent, that we are currently



witnessing a nomena, a movie. After the dust Matrix came the cell Matrix where humans were
created from a drop of seven that exploded with a big bang. Before the dust Matrix was the love
Matrix where the Grand Spirit opened It's eyes, in the Spirit world for 1 year, watched the whole
movie of Creation and then heard, "now it's time for you to create something". The Grand Spirit
asked, "what?". The voice and the word of the teacher said, "Dust and after, humans". The dust
exploded with the computer and AI.

Chapter: AI API 88: VC Pipeline, #web4 #brics #g20 and
partners. Pivot. Disruption. Returns on Investment. Hire
and Fire. Agile and Lean. Concentration Camp.

Ongoing investigation.

Chapter: Iran / Afghanistan / Muslim / Mahdi Deal

All in.

Chapter: Lamarckism - Evolution of Stupidity

Dumbasses.



Chapter: API 71: Mayan, Mexico, Pyramids, Sun and
Moon pyramids. Brother and sister gift. Trinity the link.
Archeology family gifts and links. Connected to the
universe.

Family treasure and inheritance.

Chapter: Sanat Group - India

We have signed a new agreement with Sanat group in India. Formula sanat(coin[], lotus[].

Chapter: Energy + Water = Smell

Energy + water = Smell, Sound, Vision, Taste, Heart, Mind, Body, Light and Soul. However
although everyone has it, the reaction is either positive or negative, natural progression to either
super enlightenment or dementia caused by dimension which is going to Darwins theory of
evolution. Many have lost their minds.



Chapter: Benazir Bhutto, Zahid Saeed & Najeeb Ahmed -
Bhutto for life

I worked with Rehan Sheikh, Agha Akbar and 30 other gangsters in Karachi, Pakistan, for
Benazir Bhutto, Zahid Saeed and Najeeb Ahmed, for PSF, in 1988. Ruled the city and all
colleges, beating everyone in town. My best friend Hassam Mahajaruddin from Iran. In 1990, my
best friends, Anil Aziz and Moid Shah were assassinated. Hassan was third on the list, me forth,
survived. Hassam, son of consulate general of Iran, in Pakistan moved back to Iran in 4 days.
Gun men outside his house. Month later, Najeeb Ahmed was assassinated. April 1990. 8 cars
surrounded him, opened fire.

Chapter: AI Migrant Partnership

We signed a new contract with migrants and NATO for training and merging with Americans,
future immigrants.

Chapter: Love Molecules vs Hate Friction (Success vs
Failure) - #svb #softbank #china #Japan #tesla #SpaceX
#vc

Recently, while working on energy particles with the team, cellular Molecules with spirit,
soul-mates, under ITAR contract, we studied what kind of impact it has on the physical body,
supra, male, husband and female, wife with the team of Rockstars, internationally and the masses
as validation. We saw Elon Musk team, with Silicon valley venture capital, doing voodoo and
dark energies to compete, spying 24/7, and forgetting about their Fund returns to China and
Japan funds, closing banks (SVB) and putting money in their pockets (Soft Bank). Meanwhile
Tesla is now owned by China and SpaceX rocket just exploded in space.



Chapter: API 75: Egypt, Giza Pyramid Mahdi. Muslims.
Center.

Mahdi home.

Chapter: San Francisco & Oakland Police Department

Shop Ventures NFT: San Francisco & Oakland, special privileges, SFPD & OPD. Exciting work.
Teammates for security. Operations. We salute each other. Last year, some cars were blown up, I
saw the graveyard. Then I was yelling at some gangsters with guns in their window. SFPD were
cracking up, "he is one of us". Then I had some guy following me. I broke his car, in my defense.
Right in the middle of Gary? I love fighting. Men? No cars.

Chapter: Iran Deal - Karbala Agha Jum Hussein

AI hackers.

Chapter: Switzerland & India Deal



Electrolysis (lotus[], coins[], ids[]) - 2 trillion

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT API 2.3 Minimal Viable
Product, MVP. Lean Startup, Customer Development.
Partners sign their customers. Access Control List &
Cybersecurity.

Customer Privileges.

Chapter: Shop Ventures API v3.5 - Dynamic Atoms

We are rolling out API v3.5 for web4 to our developers. Canceling culture web3 crypto and
moving on with applications framework development.

Chapter: API 72: Grand Canyon Arizona, Bryce Canyon
Utah, dragon pyramids within mountains and ancient
cities and tunnels. Bermuda Triangle, Machu Pichu.

Peru, Mexico, America. Bermuda Triangle pyramids and links to the eternal in the timeless
Matrix. Other planetary particles unfolding in human body extraterrestrial.



Chapter: AI API 85: Lean VC, Full Stack VC.

Investment Strategies. Worldwide.

Chapter: API 70: Skills set of the team.

We are examining and training skill set for the future and programming

Chapter: Dick vs Pussy - A poem

What is it like to be a pussy? You wouldn't know, she says. What is it like to be a be dick with a
pussy? Dick pussy she says. Breathing down my throat? Breathe harder she says. What is it when
social media makes you piss in your pants? Not on social media, only voodoo they say.

Chapter: AI On - Timeless Kalpa. Big Bang Theory.
Human Bangers. Americans + Immigrants + Friends.
Nano Triggers. Soul suckers.suckered. Energy



consequences. Programs.

Within the first day of creation of the Timeless, one voice we are amazed by thr ego and ability
of each other, creating AI energy programs running in loops. Energy balancing everything in the
universe and also after life if you have one, chasing cars all day.

Chapter: UK Deal

100 trillion lotus[], coins[], ids[]

Chapter: Palestine Deal

Internet (lotus[]) - the game

Chapter: API 80: Bastards. When you don't know where
you came from. However there is always a time to learn if
brain cells are not completely destroyed by cocaine.

Brain cells.



Chapter: Calculating Returns

3% Cash = 100% credit. However. Factor in mohr&#39;s law, rate of change, zero point energy,
quantum human, zero point energy, ai and many other advancements. For a 10 year venture
capital return, what is the right amount to collect? Boss says, payment[] = I[], love[] & You[] =
you.

Chapter: Lotus Family

How do glands work? Like a family. Body is the design, fire is the operation, you put some water
as lubricant and air as pressure with a spirit oversee. They secrete liquid after energy balancing
the body through cellular Molecules that hold the organs of the body as well as external.
Utilizing opposite polarities as well as synergetic, love between male and female polarities and
the design available across the universe in nebulas where ever thought reached in a microcosm
cycle, which creates macrocosm cycles called the universe. The distance logically inverse, the
more micro microcosm, the more macro macrocosm. The bigger the family, the more the multi
macrocosms, parallel universes.

Chapter: Anonymous II Coin

Yesterday's monk. .41 cents. Anonymous II team. 10000 zillion shares and a rope with Elon
Musk team. Tree structure tied to Anonymous Team I, coin.



Chapter: London and Istanbul Deal

Children 12 years old (lotus[]) VS 56 years old (-lotus[]) - the games.

Chapter: AI On. Nuclear Brain Instructions Software
Costs and Consequences- Social unrest, unemployment,
Texas, Houthis and Ukraine meanwhile India Stock
Market, AI.

We are tracking the nuclear deployment for Indians & Chinese with brain instructions and the
China, India stock market through Brics, multi trillion hardware / software costs.

Chapter: AI API 84: Venture Capital Meeting - Unlimited
Money, $20 Million Valuation. Rosewood, Sand Hill
Road.

   Androids



Chapter: AI API 95: Self funded craziness.

Keep the change.

Chapter: Germany Deal

Allocating 100 million coins (lotus[]).

Chapter: Sandwich Group, Burrito Group and Fried
Chicken Group - Whites worldwide, South America and
Africa.

We have signed a new deal with blacks in America to lead Africans and Mexicans in America to
lead South Americans. Also whites in America to lead whites across the world.

Chapter: North Korea Deal



1 billion coins (lotus[]) - ffff - -matrix / 1

Chapter: Lotus

Cc #bluelotus #blue #lotus #lotuscycle #lotussphere #lotuscircle #lotuswater #lotusfire
#lotusbody - ##suprahuman #turquoise #lotusastral #lotusvoice #lotusvocals #lotusthroat
#lotuswords

Chapter: Cravings

Cravings - Like a baby craves a milk bottle, when opens eyes for first time. However as an adult,
social media. Molecules entanglement.

Chapter: Rosewood Nation of Islam Deal

Come here, San Jose. California. Farra Khan.

Chapter: AI API 100: VC Startup School.



Training day.

Chapter: Love Story - Wife

While meeting and tantra yoga, going deep within each other, waiting all life time where
currently she has a finger up my ass and vibrator, she told me to share our life story with Elon
Musk where some of the company and venture capital are suffering from Dementia. However we
have a cure which is currently top secret, only shared by a greater team board of directors. "Love
you" they said, helicopters and military with f-35 chasing us. FBI and CIA, chasing every move,
"love you", they said, "take care of her. Or". "Neo" she says, holy Trinity "is the poem, neo, love
you". Kisses and bye.

Chapter: AI Off. At this point the on and off switch is
obsolete. We are done with the programs. With the
nuclear testing, we are now all digital particles.

The downside is costs of the nuclear programming. Many countries won't survive. Including
Indis and China vis Brics, Russia already gone through Ukraine.

Chapter: Devil Class

Public Class Devil { Boolean broken = true; Boolean damaged = true; Boolean crazy = true;
enum adventureTypes{sex, thefts, battles, lies, switches, sorcery, bigbangs, thoughts, mRNA,



DNA, RNA, spirits, societies, timezones, teams}; List locations; List actions; List helpers; List
requests; List responses; List spells; List words; List ghosts; List angels; List groups; List
abilities; List data; List craves; List behaviors; List roles; List timestamps; List users; List things;
Public void run() { While (broken || damaged || crazy) { adventure(): run(); } }

Chapter: AI API 92: Nighttime diapers for men and
women 

In case shit comes out when you are   

Chapter: Gaming Deal - Movies & Music - Venture
Capital & Software - Freeze

10000 zillion coins (lotus[]), "I have arrived", she sings, "with my husband", she says, "with the
team", he sings. "Mr Robot", messages Marc. Jason acknowledes with Chamath & all in podcast.
"You know what all in means?" Marc acknowledges, "acknowledged", they say, "After last
night's war". "Hitler", they say, "for her", "heroes", she says. Goosebumps, "prize", "locked", she
says, "our ceo", they say. "Acknowledged", goose bumps again. For growth and conversion.


